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Abstract. The Free/Open Source Software (F/OSS) research 
community is growing across and within multiple disciplines. This 
community faces a new and unusual situation. The traditional 
difficulties of gathering enough empirical data have been replaced by 
issues of dealing with enormous amounts of freely available public 
data from many disparate sources (online discussion forums, source 
code directories, bug reports, OSS Web portals, etc.). Consequently, 
these data are being discovered, gathered, analyzed, and used to 
support multidisciplinary research. However at present, no means exist 
for assembling these data under common access points and 
frameworks for comparative, longitudinal, and collaborative research 
across disciplines. Gathering and maintaining large F/OSS data 
collections reliably and making them usable present several research 
challenges. For example, current projects usually rely on direct access 
to, and mining of raw data from groups that generate it, and both of 
these methods require unique effort for each new corpus, or even for 
updating existing corpora. In this paper, we identify several needs and 
critical factors in F/OSS empirical research across disciplines, and 
suggest recommendations for design of a global research infrastructure 
for multi-disciplinary research into F/OSS development. 

1 Introduction 

projects empirically, using freely available data from F/OSS projects. A body of 
recent work point out the need for community-wide data collections and research 
infrastructure to expand the depth and breadth of empirical F/OSS research, and 
several initial proposals have been made [6, 16, 17, 24, 28]. Most importantly, these 
data collections and proposed infrastructure are intended to support an active and 
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A significant group of software researchers is beginning to investigate large software
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growing community F/OSS scholars addressing contemporary issues and theoretical 
foundations in disciplines that include anthropology, economics, informatics 
(computer-supported cooperative work), information systems, library and 
information science, management of technology and innovation, law, organization 
science, policy science, and software engineering. Approximately 200 published 
studies can be found at the MIT Free/Open Source research community Web site 
(http://opensource.mit.edu/). Furthermore, this research community has researchers 
based in Asia, Europe, North America, South America, and the South Pacific, thus 
denoting its international and global membership. Consequently, the research 
community engaged in empirical studies of F/OSS can be recognized as another 
member in the growing movement for interdisciplinary software engineering 
research. 
 This report attempts to justify and clarify the need for community-wide, sharable 
research infrastructure and collections of F/OSS data. We review the general case for 
empirical research on software repositories, articulate some specific current barriers 
to this empirical research approach, and sketch several community-wide options with 
the potential to address some of the most critical barriers. First, we review the range 
of research and research questions that could benefit from a research infrastructure 
and data collections. Second, we expose critical requirements of such a project. We 
then suggest a set of components that address these requirements, and put forth 
several specific recommendations.  

2 Objects of Study and Research Questions 

As an organizing framework, we identify five main objects of study--that is, 
things whose characteristics researchers are trying to describe and explain--in 
F/OSS-based empirical software research: software artifacts and source code,
software processes, development projects and communities, and participants' 
knowledge. In Table 1 we provide a rough map of some representative characteristics 
that have been investigated for each of these objects of study, and show some critical 
factors that researchers have begun linking to these characteristics as explanations. It 
is important to point out that these objects of study are by no means independent 
from one another. They should be considered as interdependent elements of F/OSS 
(e.g., knowledge and processes affect artifacts, communities affect processes, etc.) 
Also, each of the outcomes shown in Table 1 may play a role as a critical factor in 
the other categories. 

3 Current Research Approaches 

We have identified at least four alternative approaches in empirical research on 
the objects and factors in Table 1 [cf. 50,51]:  
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Very large, population-scale studies examining common objects selected and 
extracted from hundreds to tens-of-thousands of F/OSS projects [14, 24, 29, 32, 
37] or surveys of comparable numbers of F/OSS developers [21, 25]. 
Large-scale cross-analyses of project and artifact characteristics, such as code 
size and code change evolution, development group size, composition and 
organization, or development processes [7, 18, 23, 39].  
Medium-scale comparative studies across multiple kinds of F/OSS projects 
within different communities or software system types [2, 31, 49, 53]. 
Smaller-scale in-depth case studies of specific F/OSS practices and processes, 
for concept/hypothesis development and exposing mechanism details  [10, 30, 
40, 44, 48, 50, 59]. 

Objects Success Measures Critical Driving Factors 

Source Code 
and

Artifacts

Quality, downloads, 
reliability, usability, 

durability, fit, structure, 
growth, diversity, 

localization 

Size, complexity, bugs and features, 
software architecture (structure, 
substrates, modularity, versions, 

infrastructure), information 
architecture, artifact types, and 

document genres 

Processes Efficiency, ease of 
improvement, adaptability,  
effectiveness, complexity, 

manageability, 
predictability  

Size, distribution, collaboration, 
knowledge/information management, 

artifact structure, configuration, agility, 
innovativeness 

Projects Type, size, duration, 
number of participants, 

number of software 
versions released 

Development platforms, tools 
supporting development and project 

coordination, software imported from 
elsewhere, social networks, roles and 
role migration paths, leadership and 

core developers, socio-technical vision 

Communities Ease of creation, 
sustainability, trust, 

increased social capital, 
lower rate of participant 

turnover 

Size, economic setting, organizational 
architecture, behaviors, incentive 

structures, institutional forms, 
motivation, participation, core values, 
common-pool resources, public goods 

Knowledge Creation, codification, use, 
need, management  

Tools, conventions, norms, social 
structures, technical content, 
acquisition, representations, 

reproduction, application 

Table 1: Characteristics of empirical F/OSS studies. 

Multidisciplinary Study of Free/Open 
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These four alternatives are separated less by fundamental differences in 
objectives than by technical limitations in existing tools and methods, or by the 
socio-technical research constraints associated with qualitative ethnographic research 
methods versus quantitative survey research. For example, qualitative analyses are 
hard to implement on a large scale, and quantitative methods have to rely on 
uniform, easily processed data. We believe these distinctions are becoming 
increasingly blurred as researchers develop and use more sophisticated analysis and 
modeling tools [e.g., 30, 36, 45, 47], leading to finer gradations in empirical data 
needs.

4 Available Empirical Data 

Increasingly, F/OSS researchers have access to very large quantities and varieties 
of data, as most of the activity of F/OSS groups is carried on through persistent 
electronic media whose contents are open and freely available. The variety of data is 
manifested in several ways.  

First, data vary in content, with types such as communications (threaded 
discussions, chats, digests, Web pages, Wikis/Blogs), documentation (user and 
developer documentation, HOWTO tutorials, FAQs), development data (source code, 
bug reports, design documents, attributed file directory structures, CVS check-in 
logs) [48, 51], and programming languages [7].  
 Second, data originates from different types of repository sources [8, 14, 24, 27, 
40]. These include shared file systems, communication systems, version control 
systems, issue tracking systems, content management systems, multi-project FOSS 
portals (SourceForge.net, Freshmeat.net, Savannah.org, Advogato.org, Tigris.org, 
etc.), collaborative development or project management environments, FOSS code 
indexes or link servers (free-soft.org, LinuxLinks.com), search engines 
(Google.com/code, krugle.org), and others. Each type and instance of such a data 
repository may differ in the storage data model (relational, object-oriented, 
hierarchical, network), application data model (data definition schemas), data 
formats, data type semantics, and conflicts in data model namespaces (due to 
synonyms and homonyms), modeled, or derived data dependencies. Consequently, 
data from FOSS repositories is typically heterogeneous and difficult to integrate 
beyond semantic hypertext linking [41], rather than homogeneous and 
comparatively easy to integrate. 
 Third, data can be found from various spatial and temporal locations, such as 
community Web sites, software repositories and indexes, and individual FOSS 
project Web sites. Data may also be located within secondary sources appearing in 
research papers or paper collections (e.g., MIT FOSS research paper repository at 
http://opensource.mit.edu), where researchers have published some form of their 
data set within a publication [40, 52, 60]. 
 Fourth, different types of data extraction tools and interfaces (query languages, 
application program interfaces, Open Data Base Connectors, command shells, 
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embedded scripting languages, or object request brokers) are needed to select, 
extract, categorize, and other activities that mine, gather, and prepare data from one 
or more sources for further analysis [15, 18, 30, 32, 45, 47].  

Last, most FOSS project data is available as artifacts or byproducts of 
development, usage, or maintenance activities in FOSS communities. These 
artifacts/byproducts are a critical part of the FOSS innovation process [61]. 
However, very little data is directly available in forms specifically intended for 
research use. This artifact/byproduct origin has several implications for the needs 
expressed above [16, 49, 51].  

5 Addressing Issues with Empirical Data 

The main objective of a research infrastructure that collects, aggregates, 
organizes, and offer data analysis services is to address community-wide resource 
issues in community-specific way [1, 58]. For F/OSS research, the objective is to 
improve the collective productivity of software research by lowering the access cost 
and effort for data that will address the critical questions of software development 
research. In this section we offer some possible approaches to such an infrastructure, 
by first briefly describing each “component”, and then considering its benefits and 
drawbacks.  

5.1 Metadata and Meta-models  

One of the broadest approaches to common infrastructure is the use of 
representation standards [1, 59] as meta-data. Such standards would move some 
issues of cross-source data normalization forward in the process that produces F/OSS 
projects' information. The use of metadata permits researchers to identify relevant 
characteristics of specific data collections. Metadata can serve numerous roles in the 
organization and access of scientific data and documents, including roles in location, 
identification, security/access control, preservation, and collocation [54]. 
Standardization of metadata and addition of metadata to F/OSS information 
repositories, especially at the point of creation, would let the research community 
identify much more easily the data used in each study, understand and compare data 
formats, and would also simplify the selection process, by making visible critical 
selection information [13]. Fortunately, some metadata creation can be automated; 
unfortunately, representation standards are also an issue for metadata.  

Meta-models [38] are ontological schemes that characterize how families of 
different model sub-types or kinds are interrelated. Meta-models thus provide a 
critical framework for how to associate and integrate heterogeneous data or metadata 
sets into a common inter-model substrate. F/OSS tools like Protégé-2000 [43] act as 
meta-models editors for constructing domain-independent or domain-specific 
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ontologies, which in turn can produce/output metadata definitions that conceptually 
unify different data source into common shareable views [30]. 

5.2 Extracting, Analyzing, Modeling, Visualizing, Simulating, Reenacting, 
and More with the Available Data 

Tools could potentially be developed to address each of the issues reviewed in 
the previous section. Some such tools already partially exist in a generic form or are 
developed as needed by research groups. Tools such as web-scrapers that gather 
data, entity extractors that mine for specific entities like people and dates, or cross-
references that link multiple information sources of a single project are commonly 
developed from scratch in each research effort. These tools are part of the basic 
toolbox of almost every empirical F/OSS researcher and could easily be provided as 
such. In fact, several efforts are already underway to produce such tools (e.g.[27, 
47]).  

Another contribution of a research infrastructure could be to place research data 
access and manipulation tools upstream, directly within software development tools 
used by the F/OSS community (e.g., CVS, Subversion, Bugzilla), instead of 
requiring sometimes-tedious and potentially risky post processing. For example, in 
most cases, F/OSS tools rely on databases for data storage and manipulation. These 
databases contain valuable information that is often lost during the translation to a 
web-visible front-end. (Usually the front-ends rely on web interfaces that display 
information in a user-friendly fashion but drop important structure in the process). 
Access to the underlying database can be much more valuable (and in many cases 
easier) than the current techniques of web-scraping that must recreate such missing 
relations post-hoc, and may not be successful.   

5.3 Integrated Data-to-Literature Environments: Digital libraries and new 
electronic journal/publishing archives featuring open content and open 
data.  

Putting all the previous components together would lead to a set of normalized, 
processed and integrated collections of F/OSS data made available to the research 
community through either federated or centralized mechanisms. These research 
collections need to be curated and organized as digital libraries that organize and 
preserve different data sets, meta-data, derived views, analyses, and provenance that 
span multiple data sets/bases as well as views that span multi-disciplinary models 
and studies that can be accessed anytime and from anywhere [13, 54]. Furthermore, 
it should be both possible and desirable to offer subscription and publication services 
to those who want to be notified when data in the library are changed or updated [3, 
12], so that they can re-analyze existing models or derived views. 

Finally, an advanced contemporary approach would be an attempt to connect 
both data sources and research literature in a seamless and interlocking web, so that 
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research findings can be traced back to sources, and so that basic source data can be 
linked directly to inferences made from it. Such arrangements provide powerful 
intrinsic means of discovering connections among research themes and ideas, as they 
are linked through both citation, through common or related uses of underlying data, 
and through associations among concepts. Similar efforts are underway in many 
other sciences (e.g., [1, 58]). Networks of literature and data created in this way, with 
automated support, can reduce cognitive complexity, establish collocation of 
concepts and findings, and establish/maintain social organization within and across 
F/OSS projects. The DSpace repository developed at MIT and Fedora repository [57] 
are among the leading research candidates that could serve as the storage and 
archiving facility through which F/OSS data sets, models, views, and analyses can be 
accessed, published, updated, and redistributed to interested researchers, in an open 
source, open science manner [cf. 6]. Alternatively, it may be desirable to utilize 
large, globally accessible repositories, index, and search services as might be provide 
by a commercial service provider such as Google. 

6 Discussion 

In our view, the multi-discipline F/OSS research community seeks to establish a 
scholarly commons that provides for communicating, sharing, and building on the 
ideas, artifacts, tools, and facilities of community participants in an open, globally 
accessible, and public way [cf. 26, 35]. A shared infrastructure, or in our case, a 
shared information infrastructure, is a key component and operational facility of such 
a commons [1, 9, 44]. Such an infrastructure provides a medium for sharing 
resources of common interest (e.g., F/OSS data sets, domain models, tools for 
processing data in F/OSS repositories, research pre-prints and publications), 
common-pool resources (F/OSS portals like SourceForge [55]), and public goods 
(scientific knowledge, Internet access and connectivity). However, a globally shared 
information infrastructure supporting F/OSS research may not just emerge 
spontaneously, though it could emerge in an ad hoc manner whose design and 
operation does not provide for a reasonably equitable distribution of access, costs, or 
benefits for community participants. 

We want to avoid or minimize conditions that make such an infrastructure a 
venue for conflict (e.g., across disciplines, over data formats, making free riders pay, 
or rules that limit unconditional access). Consequently, community participants must 
allocation some attention and effort to address the infrastructure’s design and 
operation. This in turn needs to support and embrace a diverse set of 
multidisciplinary research interests, but with limited resources. Unsurprisingly, this 
leads us to a design strategy that is not only iterative, incremental, and continuous, as 
many F/OSS researchers have agreed [17], but also one that embraces and builds on 
the practice of F/OSS development practices, processes, artifacts, and tools that are 
also the subject of our collective research interests. This in part seems inevitable as a 
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way to address the concomitant need for administratively lightweight governance 
structures, modest and sustainable financial strategies, and national and international 
research partnerships among collaborators in different institutions, as well as 
enabling educational and community growth efforts [9, 26].  

7 Recommendations 

In accord with the rationales outlined above and the strong sense of the F/OSS 
community [17, 44], as well as from results developed at the 2008 F/OSS 
Repositories and Research Infrastructures Workshop (see 
http://fossrri.rotterdam.ics.uci.edu), we recommend that F/OSS researchers begin 
collective efforts to create sharable infrastructure for collaborative empirical 
research. This infrastructure should be assembled incrementally, with activity in 
many of the recommendations defined below. 

This paper has provided a sketch of some ideas toward robust and useful 
infrastructure that can support research within and across the multiple disciplines 
already investing scholarly effort into the area of F/OSS. The ideas and motivations 
presented here however need more development, thus collaborative interdisciplinary 
efforts are encouraged.  

Many standards for sharable scientific data exist for other communities, as do 
many repositories of data conforming to those standards. We should do further 
research on what other communities have done to organize research data. For 
example, many collections of social science data are maintained around the world1.
We should use the experiences of these projects as a basis for the F/OSS research 
infrastructure. The success of these archives in the social science community is also 
a partial answer to questions of “why bother?”  Beyond this, we and others 
recommend consideration of the following actions that may benefit the global F/OSS 
research community. 

7.1 Instrument Existing Tools and Repositories 

We should work with existing F/OSS community development tool projects to 
design plug-ins to instrument widely used F/OSS tools (such as Bugzilla, 
CVS/Subversion, etc.) to make the content of those tools available via APIs in 
standardized formats, administratively controllable by original tool/data owners. 
Such an effort could also benefit the community of F/OSS developers itself; this sort 
of instrumentation could help interfacing multiple tools, projects, and communities, 
and might increase willingness to participate. Further, finding F/OSS projects or 
multi-project portals that are willing to add support for wide-area event notification 

1 See for example http://www.iue.it/LIB/EResources/E-data/online_archive.shtml
for a list of such collections.  
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services [3] that can publish data set updates to remote research subscribers is real 
challenge that has been demonstrated to have multiple practical payoffs.  

7.2 Continuously Develop Self-Managing F/OSS Research Infrastructure 
Prototypes  

As a proof of concept, we should mock up a complete F/OSS research infrastructure 
model embodying as many of the desired characteristics as feasible. We should 
gather data sets, models, analyses, simulations, published studies and more from the 
many disciplines that are engaged in empirical studies of F/OSS. Such a partial 
implementation might use, for example, a complete cross section of sharable 
information from a single project, including chat, news, CVS, bug reporting, and so 
on. Initial efforts of this kind have produced encouraging results [15, 28, 33]. We 
and others have already instigated some local efforts in a few of these areas, such as 
generalized bug report schemas, semi-automated extraction of social processes, 
preliminary data taxonomies, and automated analysis tools [e.g.,14, 18, 20, 30, 32, 
37, 45, 46, 47]. However, there is still a basic need to codify and capture the 
scientific workflow that FOSS scholars engage in when they analyze FOSS data 
across many repositories [22].  

7.3 Federate FOSS Data Repositories  

The European FOSS research community may have more resources (provided by 
the EC IS&T Programme) already dedicated to development of public FOSS data 
repositories, data analysis tools, and to the cross-sectional analysis of FOSS data, 
compared to the U.S. FOSS research community. At a minimum, it would benefit the 
U.S. FOSS research community to be able to partner with its EU and other 
international research counterparts to help establish a global FOSS research 
infrastructure and network of federated FOSS data repositories. Beyond this, it 
would be of greater research value if the U.S., European, and Asian FOSS research 
data repositories were collectively federated within a global FOSS research data and 
community support infrastructure, providing resources to researchers looking to use 
or host repository data and for FOSS practitioners interested in providing research 
data. 

7.4 Offer Guidance and Incentives for Contributions to a Global Census of 
FOSS Project Repositories 

 The diversity and population of FOSS project repositories is unclear and 
unknown. There is great interest in the research community for a baseline and 
ongoing census of FOSS project repositories. As FOSS projects choose to collect, 
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organize, and share the raw data of software development as an activity in their self-
interest, then it behooves us within the research community to offer some guidance 
or incentives for these independent FOSS projects to contribute to such a census. 
Similarly, we need to articulate what benefits (e.g., socio-economic impacts or 
intellectual contributions) the research community might offer in return to the FOSS 
projects that contribute to such a census.  

7.5 Identify Research Questions that can Best be Answered through FOSS 
Data Repositories 

The open and public accessibility of raw data from FOSS project repositories and 
multi-project repositories (e.g., SourceForge.net, FLOSSmole, Google Code [cf. 14, 
15, 16, 23]) is providing a new, empirically grounded view of software technology 
and software development practice—a view that enables comparative, cross-
sectional, and ecosystem level studies. This in turn means news kinds of research 
questions can be posed and new knowledge can be discovered, derived, or created. 
For example, repository-based studies of successful FOSS projects (of which there 
are now at least a few thousand such projects) indicate that their software code base, 
functionality, development artifacts, and developer contributions, and user base can 
undergo sustained exponential growth, apparently in contradiction to long-standing 
“laws of software evolution” which traditionally predict sub-linear, inverse square 
growth rates [cf. 2, 8, 34, 50]. As such, the kind of research questions that follow 
may ask what model or theory accounts for the super-linear evolution of FOSS 
systems?  

Another example: are there software patterns that constitute a kind of “software 
genome” that characterize the evolutionary mechanisms of different families of 
independently developed FOSS systems? Similarly, are the critical software 
components or functions that lie at the heart of different software families, and does 
such software represent a critical evolutionary or security vulnerability (e.g., the 
glibc library is commonly bound with FOSS coded in the C programming 
language)? Also, what development processes best characterize FOSS projects that 
demonstrate sustained exponential growth of their code and functionality base, as 
well as the growth of the number of contributors, but with comparable 
growth/decline of software quality? Last, what can we learn about the evolution of 
FOSS systems across multiple releases, across multiple platforms, and across 
different independently developed variants? Exploring any questions like these all 
require data drawn from multiple FOSS projects or project repositories, and this data 
is now available. As such, we are on the verge of possible discontinuous advance in 
our knowledge about software, once again based on empirical studies of FOSS. 
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7.6 Develop and Share Practices for Curating and Archiving FOSS Project 
Data 

Articulating new knowledge of software products, processes, practices, and 
organizational forms depends in part on careful and systematic empirical study of 
FOSS project data. However, this data is not trivial to collect, use, or analyze. As 
such, there is need to articulate practices for the curation of FOSS project data in 
forms that increase the likelihood for the data use, reuse, and (re)analysis by people 
in different disciplines and settings. There is also need to help capture data 
provenance as well as data annotation and data analysis workflow tools & 
techniques. Other science disciplines have recognized similar needs, so there is an 
opportunity for current investments in such areas to be structured to both discipline-
specific and cross-discipline research efforts. At present, the FOSS research 
community has little practice and access to these tools and techniques, and as a 
result, has little incentive to take on their application or reinvention. 

7.7 Identify How Commercial Software Companies can Benefit from Studies 
Employing FOSS Data Repositories 

The commercial software products and service industry in the U.S. is in an 
awkward strategic position regarding whether or how to take advantage of FOSS, or 
the results arising from studies of FOSS development data. Software product 
companies like Microsoft seem hesitant about what to do about FOSS, while 
software service companies like Google seem to embrace FOSS (as do computer 
vendors like IBM and SUN). But it appears that all software companies can benefit 
from empirical studies of FOSS products, processes, practices, and organizational 
forms that are comparative or cross-sectional, for different competitive reasons. 

7.8 Encourage Corporate Sponsors of FOSS Projects to Share their Data with 
the Research Community 

Last, companies like Google, SUN, IBM, and Microsoft Research have 
established a community of OSS development projects under their corporate 
sponsorship. These projects are sponsored as a way for these companies to help 
increase the pool of future software developers who might then transition into the 
commercial software workforce. These projects also serve to provide a situated, real-
world experiment in informal software engineering education, that often takes place 
outside of the traditional higher education environment. However, “data” from these 
informal educational experiences is generally not open, nor publicly available, as it is 
sometimes said to be sensitive, confidential, and proprietary. Thus it is unclear how 
well these informal experiments work, or whether/how they can be improved both 
from a corporate perspective as well as from an academic perspective. Perhaps there 
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is an opportunity to bring together the academic software research and software 
engineering education community together with the commercial software industry 
through a government sponsored or coordinated forum so as to articulate how to best 
advance U.S. socio-economic and scholarly interests for mutual benefit and growth 
of the software community. 
 In the end, we believe efforts in these directions identified in these 
recommendations will pay off in the form of deeper collaborations within and across 
the empirical software research community, wider awareness of important research 
issues and means of addressing them, and ultimately in more systematic, grounded 
knowledge and theory-driven practice in software development.  
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